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Fantasy Football for Smart People: What the Experts Donâ€™t Want You to Know contains

solutions to 25 of fantasy footballâ€™s most pressing questions. Whatâ€™s the best draft spot? Do

running backs really break down after a lot of carries? How should you project rookies? Whatâ€™s

the best waiver wire strategy? What the Experts Donâ€™t Want You to Know will answer these

important questionsâ€”and give you a wealth of fantasy football knowledge along the wayâ€”to

provide the edge you need to make the jump toward becoming an advanced fantasy football owner.
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By "rockstar" owner, I mean if you're the guy that is starting draft prep in May and is concerned with

every player from Adrian Peterson to Tiquan Underwood, Jonathan Bales will help take your fantasy

football knowledge to the next level. There is so much valuable information that you cannot get at

sites like ESPN.ESPN and CBS and YAHOO... They all take the conservative approach to fantasy

football & if they have a sleeper, rarely will you see him crack the top 30 and never will you see him

in the top 20. They are more concerned with saving face than to look wrong and rank a superstar

lower than he finishes. For this reason, you're losing out on a ton of info that this book tries to



correct for and provide you.I highly, highly recommend it. And also, the book doesn't do a bad job of

some shameless self promotion in using tools from a site Jonathan Bales contributes to. Which are

totally awesome by the way & I use them. But I'm not here to sell you on their tools let alone the

book. Just giving you the facts ;)

I've definitely been using some of these strategies for years. However, the detail and statistics that

go in to this book make it worthwhile.I thought the bit about second year running backs made a big

difference. Speed matters...well obviously, but when provided with the details, it clicks.I'm going to

read the book again before my draft, but some players have already rose in my rankings due to this

book. Can't say that it will help until after the season but it sure seems like some of the strategies

will bolster my chances.Overall, it's definitely worth more than a fantasy football magazine and

along with footballguys.com, those are the two purchases I made for this season.

This book is great for fantasy football owners of all levels. Bales does an awesome job of using

mathematics, economic principles, graphs/charts, and detailed examples to answer BIG questions

we as fantasy owners often ask. For those like myself who don't enjoy doing math, he explains and

simplifies his analyses so that anyone can understand it. In other words, he does all the hard work

for you, leaving you information to help you become a much stronger owner. This book has

changed the way I view fantasy football and has me very confident going into my upcoming draft.

This guy is brilliant. If you love fantasy football and you are serious about winning this book is for

you.

Whether beginner or expert, this book answers most, if not all, of the relevant questions that fantasy

GMs have, and some that they probably never thought of but need to know. From easy to follow

formulas to dispelling fantasy football myths, this book is a must have. Do not miss your opportunity

to get ahead of the game.

Last year I decided there had to be a better way to "play" fantasy football. Something more

scientific. Man was I glad when I found this guy! Using Jonathon's Books and rankings made a huge

difference for me especially in the later rounds where you really win your league. Now with his new

book, I think I will be even further ahead of the other guys. It's done in an easy to read style and it

just makes sense to take some of the emotion out of it. I look forward to another win this year!



I would recommend this book, especially for Fantasy fans , with its in depth charts. I was looking for

something that was geared toward someone who wanted to see what Fantasy football was about,

so this book gave me more statistics then I was ready for.

I used the information contained in this book to prepare for the season. I am now undefeated in two

Fantasy Football leagues.

The information in this book, in all of his books is invaluable if you want to win at Fantasy. This info

helped me to win my league championship this past year, and to come in the money in two other

leagues. I am going to continue to study and play in the daily fantasy leagues this year. Buy this

book!
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